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	Over 90 hands-on recipes to help you develop engaging applications using CoffeeScript


	About This Book

	
		Use CoffeeScript to create and test applications and backend services
	
		Build applications using popular frameworks, libraries, and platforms
	
		Interface with popular services to send e-mails, text messages, and use cloud storage



	Who This Book Is For


	If you are interested in developing modern applications, this book will help you leverage the vast JavaScript ecosystem while using an elegant language, helping you avoid the shortcomings of JavaScript.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Create user interfaces with jQuery, Backbone, AngularJS, and Kendo.UI
	
		Develop RESTful services using Node and Express
	
		Read and write data using SQLite, Redis, MongoDB, CouchDB, and Microsoft SQL Server
	
		Interface with external services to send e-mails, SMS text messages, and use cloud storage services such as DropBox and S3
	
		Test your code using Jasmine, QUnit, Zombie, Persona, and Mocha with Chai
	
		Work with a variety of hosts such as Heroku, Azure, and Amazon Web Services
	
		Use CoffeeScript for DevOps tasks such as managing files and directories, and parsing CSV and fixed-width files



	In Detail


	CoffeeScript is a JavaScript compiler. CoffeeScript brings many things to the table that are lacking in JavaScript itself. This includes a class and module system, a syntax that is cleaner, less terse, and well structured, and list comprehensions that make working with collections of data more enjoyable. CoffeeScript can be used as not only a tool for the Web, but also as a tool for day-to-day DevOps type tasks (for example, file processing, working with databases, and more).


	This practical guide contains a wide range of recipes demonstrating how CoffeeScript can be used while developing the entire stack of an application. With recipes that range from easy and intermediate to advanced, there is something here for anyone looking to escape the common pitfalls of JavaScript and develop in a clean and expressive language.
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Histology Image Review CD-ROMMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Histology is an image intensive subject. However, this should not necessitate  studentsÐ²Ð‚™ memorization of illustrated material and associated questions.  Histology requires an organized approach to the recognition of the microscopic  anatomy of tissues and a strong knowledge base concerning the structure and  function of those...
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Mikroskopischer Farbatlas pflanzlicher Drogen (German Edition)Spektrum Akademischer, 2011

	Dieser neue mikroskopische Farbatlas umfasst in der 2. Auflage mehr als 150 Monographien aller pflanzlichen Drogen des Europäischen (Ph. Eur. 7.0) und Deutschen Arzneibuches sowie einiger weiterer pharmazeutisch gebräuchlicher Drogen und bietet zu jeder Pflanze ein makroskopisches Foto, eine botanisch exakte Beschreibung und...
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Learning iOS Game Programming: A Hands-On Guide to Building Your First iPhone GameAddison Wesley, 2010

	Get Started Fast with iOS Game Programming


	 


	Since the launch of the App Store, games have been the hottest category of apps for the iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad. That means your best chance of tapping into the iPhone/iPad “Gold Rush”...
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Functional Programming in Java: Harnessing the Power Of Java 8 Lambda ExpressionsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Intermediate level, for programmers fairly familiar with Java, but new to the functional style of programming and lambda expressions.

	

	Get ready to program in a whole new way. Functional Programming in Java will help you quickly get on top of the new, essential Java 8 language features and the functional style...
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Integral CalculusS. Chand & Company Ltd, 2005

	In this book, we shall be concerned with applications in relation to the determination of Plane areas, Lengths of arcs and Volumes and Surfaces of solids of revolution, Centre of gravity and Moment of Inertia....
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Deflation: What Happens When Prices FallCollins, 2004


	MAY 6, 2003, WAS AN EXTRAORDINARY DAY IN

	Washington, D.C. The Federal Reserve held its

	Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC)

	meeting in its two-storied chandeliered boardroom

	at the central bank's white marble temple on

	Constitution Avenue. Now, there was nothing

	unusual about the FOMC gathering. The committee meets...
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